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This book is dedicated to Rose, without whose

encouragement, support and companionship

on our travels, I probably wouldn’t have taken

any of these pictures.
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Great, a trip to the seaside! But it is even better if you live there. The air is

fresh, you’re likely to walk more, swim more and look at things you didn’t have

time for before. You’ll also be listening to fishing boats putt-putting into harbour,

Herring Gulls on the wind and surf lapping on the shingle along with “good

mornings” from dog walkers on the promenade. There is little doubt people are

happier and more exhilerated in wide-open spaces under big sea skies.

For photographers and artists the light is a bonus. There’s plenty of it and the

constant changing of light quality, intensity, colour hue and weather keeps you

on your toes. The English Romantic artist Turner, “the painter of light” was

impressed enough to come regularly to this part of the Thames estuary to

appraise and sketch its skies. All this is reflected in our behaviour in a seaside

town, on the sand or on a coastal walk. We come in a positive frame of mind,

usually with a camera because there will be sights to capture.

It was moving to the North Kent coast at the end of the 1990s that prompted me

to take up photography professionally. Being a stone’s throw from the beach close

to Tankerton Circus meant I had no excuse not to document this peaceful sea

front through the seasons over several years. These days I’m mostly on the

European mainland writing and taking pictures but it is a treat returning to this

shore, always with camera in hand, always looking out for the unusual or

humorous. There is more traffic now, of course and new building but the actual

sea front and the town of Whitstable remains largely as it was.
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So, here we are on the North Kent coast through March, April and May. And to the

satisfaction  of local people in 2003 at least, there would be almost no-one along the estuary sea

front between Tankerton and Whitstable or Herne Bay’s Western Esplanade at any time of the

day. The occasional dog walker, or cyclist or couple strolling. And me with a new camera. Most
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of the photographs in this book were taken with a Fuji S2 or S3 Pro camera and Nikon lenses

between 2003 and 2006. These were the first quality digital alternative cameras to 35 mm with

a then amazing two CCD chips of six megapixels each. And what a difference they made to

picture-taking in general! As we know, the digital fad did take hold and within a couple of years

had just about swept away a century-and-a-half of film emulsion technology. 
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The Whitstable Oyster Co. boats on the shingle and against the back wall of Pearson’s

Restaurant in Whitstable harbour were often stacked high with discarded oyster shells. These

boats have surely also long been tourist props. Occasionally when people weren’t about, children

or youngsters would sit in the one by the slipway in Spring sunshine and dream.
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The following double page shows The Street, 23 July 2006, a shingle bank at the dividing

point of Whitstable and Tankerton-on-Sea that emerges with the ebbing tide. One of two groups

of WWII Maunsell Forts, those on Shivering Sands in the middle of the Thames Estuary, are

visible on the horizon. The Street is a study in itself and I include several shots of it in this book.

The first picture of it on the title and author pages is The  Street, 28 February 2005. It was a

lonely figure out there on an early morning inspection.
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